This paper presents anadaptive fuzzy logic controller for a switched reluctance motor driven from a photovoltaic supply. The controller is designed to overcome difficulties in SRM operation such as wide speed range, rotor position estimation and photovoltaic nonlinear characteristics. The basic configuration of the fuzzy logic controller (FLC) is introduced and the functions of components are illustrated. The proposed block diagram of the SRM Motor system control under FLC is configured. The system controller manipulated variable as well as the actuators were clearly defined where all the system disturbances are included in the proposed block diagram. The system operation algorithm as well as the FLC algorithm is introduced. The FLC input-variables membership functions as well as the output consequences are illustrated with their universe of discourses. The proposed system is simulated usingMatlab/Simulink and FLC is tested. The simulation results show that the controller is very fast and accurate in tracking the reference speed overall operating conditions.
INTRODUCTION
The Switched Reluctance Motor (SRM) is Engineering Research Journal, Minoufiya University, Vol. 35, No. 4, October 2012 325 required for many variable speed applications especially at high speed ranges. However, lack of information about rotor position, especially at starting, represents a major limiting factor for the wide spread of this type of motors. Shaft position sensors are used to overcome this problem [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, it has been observed that such sensing schemes reduce the reliability of the drive system [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Efforts have been expended on replacing the position sensor with a suitable estimation technique and a number of these algorithms with different degrees of success have already been published [1] [2] [3] [4] . Unfortunately most of the existing sensorless schemes do not pay much attention to motor starting although few trials have been reported [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .The control of SRM becomes more complicated when the drive system is supplied from a photovoltaic source due to its nonlinear feature especially when maximum power tracing is needed [11] [12] .
Fuzzy logic control is preferred when the controlled system model is fuzzy and has nonlinear features [13] . Many fuzzy controller designs depend on the controlled variable error and change of error only. However, this is not very effective in stiff nonlinear systems such SRM drive systems which exhibit fast variations in system variables. Subsequently, this paper is considering an alternative design technique for the present SRM system to overcome these difficulties and enhance system performance.
SRM Motor Construction
The physical appearance of a switched reluctance motor (SRM) highly resembles that of other conventional rotating machines. The number of stator and rotor poles varies from motor to another. The construction of 6/4 poles SRM (6 stator poles, 4 rotor poles) has doubly salient construction. Usually, the number of stator and rotor poles is even and the construction of a 6/4 poles SRM is shown in Fig 1. The windings of the SRM are simpler than those of other types of motors. The winding exists only on stator poles, and is simply wound on it with no winding on the rotor poles. The winding of opposite poles is connected in series or in parallel forming a number of phases, and exactly half the number of stator poles, where the excitation of a single phase excites two stator poles. The rotor has a simple laminated salient pole structure without winding. SRM have no windings placed on the rotor which means a substantial reduction in copper. Its stampings are made preferably of silicon steel, especially in higher efficiency applications, and for aerospace applications the rotor operates at very high speeds, requiring the use of cobalt, iron and other variants in stator poles fabrication. In conventional designs, the air gap between the rotor and stator is kept as minimal as possible (0.1 mm to 0.3 mm), and the rotor and stator pole arc should be kept the same. While in case that the rotor pole arc is larger than the stator pole arc, it will give good starting characteristics. This idea is implemented and tested [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
The construction of 6/4 SRM (stator and rotor) is shown in Fig. (1) .
Figure 1:
The SRM 6/4 poles construction.
Sensorless Operation of SRM
The SRM drive depends on the phase current, absolute rotor position, and rotor speed signals to obtain closed-loop control of current (and hence the torque) and speed. Depending on the quality of performance required for a particular application, such as for a low performance, the phase current and speed signals may be dispensed within the control system. The feedback signals are usually measured with transducers, which increase the cost of the electronic controller and its packaging size, reliability and complexity. In the case of a rotor position/speed transducer, the size of the motor housing and the cost are increased significantly. Emerging high-volume applications in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC), fans, pumps, home appliances, automobile accessory drives and many others are cost sensitive. The performance requirements for such applications are not high as is required for machine tool servo drives. The requirement of low cost with high performance for motor drives has placed the agenda of low-cost, sensor-based or sensorless technology at the forefront of present day research and development of motor drives. SRM drives are no exception to this trend, as seen from the high degree of interest shown by industrial and academic researchers worldwide on this topic [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Photovoltaic System Powered SRM
Photovoltaic (PV) power systems convert sunlight into electricity directly. Research and development efforts are underway to improve efficiency and reduce cost of photovoltaic power systems in applications ranging from roof-top residential to large industrial or electrical utility sites. Use of PV power in drive system application is increasing these days from direct coupling with the dc motors to sophisticated ac motor drive systems. SRM is one of these motors that need to supply its phases with dc current one phase at a time. The motor is fed via buck boost dc/dc converter with a variable duty ratio to extract maximum power from the PV system.
PV Generator Characteristics
The PV cell model is composed of photovoltaic current source L I that is directly proportional with the sunlight intensity (insolation) parallel with a diode and a small series contact resistance as shown in Figure 2 . The photovoltaic current characteristics are showninFigure 3. The output current and voltage from the cell is dependent on the load operating point. The cell equation can be written in the form [11 -12] :
where: 
For a PV system with NS series cells and NP
parallel cells the generator model will be:
where S is the insolation level ranging from zero to one. The I-V and P-V curves of the solar cell are illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.5 andError! Reference source not found..
.A Matlab Simulink model was built to generate the required power for the motor at all operating ranges. Figure shows two types of Simulink PV system models; current-input PV system modeland voltage input PV system model. The first is composed of several modules connected in series to give the summation of module voltages, while the second is composed of several modules connected in parallel to give summation of modules current.
Figure present the characteristics of the designed PV array for powering the SRM motor.A storage battery is added to the PV system as an energy buffer during motor starting or when the insulation level is low. 
Control System
It is known that control strategies for most electrical machines are derived based on machine parameters, which are constant for most of the excitation range. However, due to the salient pole nature of (SRM), the machine inductance is not only a function of the rotor angle but is also a function of the excitation current. This complicates the development of control strategies for such drive systems. The motor nonlinearity renders the search for a control technique suitable for SRM control environments. Subsequently, the concept of control based on the inductance characteristics versus rotor position for a fixed excitation is introduced and is described subsequently [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Fuzzy Sets and Terminology
Fuzzy logic, unlike the crispy logic in Boolean theory, deals with uncertain or imprecise situations. A variable in fuzzy logic has sets of values, which are characterized by linguistic variables, such as small, medium, large, etc. These linguistic expressions are represented numerically by fuzzy sets (sometimes referred to as fuzzy subsets). Every fuzzy set is characterized by a membership function, which varies from 0 to 1 (unlike 0 and 1 of a Boolean set). Although fuzzy theory deals with imprecise information, it is based on sound quantitative mathematical theory. A fuzzy control algorithm for a process control system embeds the intuition and experience of an operator, designer and researcher. The control does not need accurate mathematical model of a plant and, therefore, it suits well to a process where the model is unknown or ill defined. The fuzzy control also works well for complex nonlinear multi-dimensional system, system with parameter variation problem, or where the sensor signals are not precise. Fuzzy logic is recently finding wide popularity in various applications that include management, economics and process control [13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] ].
Control Operation
The inference engine is the heart of a fuzzy controller (and any fuzzy rules system) operation. Its actual operation can be divided into three steps as shown in Figure 7 [14]:
1. Fuzzificationactual inputs are fuzzified and fuzzy inputs are obtained. 2. Fuzzy processingprocessing fuzzy inputs according to the rules set and producing fuzzy outputs. 3. Defuzzificationproducing a crisp real value for a fuzzy output.
Figure 7:
Operation of a fuzzy controller [14] .
The success of fuzzy logic controllers is mainly due to their ability to cope with knowledge represented in a linguistic form instead of representation in the conventional mathematical framework. Control engineers have traditionally relied on mathematical models for their designs.
However, the more complex a system, the less effective the mathematical model is. The advantages of using fuzzy logic include the [10, 17] : Fuzzy controllers are more robust than PID controllers because they can cover a much wider range of operating conditions than PID can, and can operate with noise and disturbances of different natures. Developing a fuzzy controller is cheaper than developing a model-based or other controller to do the same thing.  Fuzzy controllers are customizable, since it is easier to understand and modify their rules, which not only use a human operator's strategy but also are expressed in natural linguistic terms. It is easy to learn how fuzzy controllers operate, and how to design and apply them to a concrete application.
The basic configuration of a fuzzy system is shown in Figure 8 . There are four components in a fuzzy system:
Fuzzy rule base which comprises fuzzy rules
describing how the fuzzy system performs; it is the heart of the whole system in the sense that other components are used to interpret and combine these rules to form the final system.
Fuzzy inference engine which uses techniques
in approximate reasoning to determine a mapping from the fuzzy sets in the input space U R m to the fuzzy sets in the output space V R n , 3 . Fuzzifier which maps crisp points in the input space into fuzzy sets in the input space, 4. Defuzzifier which maps fuzzy sets in the output space into crisp points in the output space.
Depending upon whether there are a Fuzzifier and a Defuzzifier, we have classes of fuzzy systems:
The first class of fuzzy systems comprises only the fuzzy rule base and fuzzy inference engine and, therefore,operates in a pure fuzzy environment, i.e. inputs and outputs to these fuzzy systems are fuzzy variables. If there is a feedback (line connecting the output site to the input one of fuzzy inference engine), we have so called fuzzy dynamic systems.
The second class of fuzzy systems comprises all the four components and performs mapping from crisp U R m to crisp V R n . In the literature, these second-class fuzzy systems are called fuzzy logic controllers, because their most successful applications have been to control problems. The fuzzy If-Then rule is an expression of the form -If A Then B‖, where A and B are statements about what values the linguistic variables take on.
Implementation of the FLC
Three input variables and two fuzzy outputs were used to implement the FLC on this system.The FLC input signals are shown in Figure 9 . These are the reference speed value (SP), the error and change of error of actual speed. The Fuzzy interference system acts to predict the desired value of duty cycle of the DC/DC converter -Kd‖ at the reference speed value (current set point) and the change of control signal of duty cycle -dK‖ the two output signalsare summed together to form the control signal of DC/DC converter -K‖. The main advantage of this method is the additional dK signal which acts as a fast tuning value of the control signal. It should be noted that both the desired value Kd and the change in it dK are fuzzy output signals included in the fuzzy rules. The dimensions of input signals are 5*5*5 which means 125 rules are applied. 
Proposed System Configuration
The proposed system is composed of the PV array with controlled DC/DC buck boost converter, connected directly to the SRM. The motor model is fed from the PV system via the DC/DC converter. The motor model outs two variables for control; the motor required current, and the motor speed plus the required signals for monitoring
The actual motor speed is compared with the reference speed to give us the speed error. With a delay block we can obtain the rate of error change. Then the fuzzy logic controller according to the reference speed, speed error and change of speed error gives us the required duty ratio for the DC/DC converter that is included in the PV system block. The block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Figure 20 .
The system is applied to variable speed commands as shown in the results section and the reference and actual speed are recorded. 
Simulation Results
The system is subjected to severe step changes in reference speed over a period of 15 sec and the results are shown in Figure 13 . The actual speed variesfrom 0 to 1000 RPM and the proposed starting method is used. This result clearly shows that the actual motor speed tracks the reference speed smoothly over the whole operating range without hesitation at starting or steady state error which substantiates the effectiveness of the proposed controller. ). The three phase instantaneous torque of the motor is shown in Figure 15and the three phases instantaneous inductance is shown in Figure 16 . These curves are used to obtain the inductance from unaligned position to aligned position Figure 17 illustrates the drive phase voltage/150, stator phase current/2 and stator phase flux linkage. 
Conclusions
This paper described the design and implementation of an adaptive fuzzy logic control for SRN drive system fed from solar supply. An accurate sensorless speed control technique for SRM (6/4 poles) (three phases) model considering the nonlinear analyses is used. A simulation model was developed using Matlab/Simulink. The motor simulation depends on the experimental work for (flux linkagecurrent) look-up table and static torque look-up table, where an interpolation method is used for estimation of the motor characteristics (I, Tdev) from two lock-up table. It has been clearly shown that the position estimation method for SRM is reliable and copes effectively over the whole operating range. The motor starts normally with no hesitation and the controller is also very efficient when step changes occur. It has been shown that the developed adaptive fuzzy logic controller works effectively to adjust the duty ratio for the DC/DC converter. The results presented in the paper are of prime importance to overcome difficulties in SRM operation which enables the wide spread applications of SRM in variable speed drive systems. 
